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GLOBAL ALBEDO VARIATIONS ON THE MOON: CLEMENTINE 
750-NM OBSERVATIONS; Afied S. McEwen and Mark S. Robmoq U.S. Geological 
Survey, 2255 N. Gemini Drive, F l m  AZ 86001; Thomas C. Duxbury and Bonnie J. 
Buratti, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena, CA 91 109. 

Overview. Clementine has provided the first global digital color and albedo observations 
of the Mooa We have processed about 50,000 fiames acquired through the 750-nm filter at 
reduced scale (1 Wpixel). This provides the best albedo map produced to date for most of the 
far side. No 1-km or larger region of the far side has a very low albedo characteristic of 
titanium-rich dark mantle deposits or mature mare soils. The brightest extensive region 
corresponds to the region of highest elevations on the Moon, just north of the South PoldAitken 
basin. This region is bright at least in part due to a concentration of immature soils on bright 
ejecta blankets of Copenzlcan craters, but an anorthositerich composition is also likely. Several 
far side basins are c h a r a c t d  by intermediate albedos in their interiors, perhaps due to 
cryptomaria or Mg-suite highland materials. Many new CQemcan craters can be identified, 
and their albedos provide m d e  age edmates. The brightest crater seen on the Moon at this 
scale is Giordano Bruno, which must be one of the most recent large craters (> 20 krn diameter) 
on the Moon, probably less than 50 million years old 

Data Processing 
The USGS is in the process of producing a global base map of the Moon at 100 mlpixel with 

a potential geodetic accuracy approach the pixel resolution [I]. This base map will be used 
to cofegister 0 th -  Clementine datasets and will also be usefhl for future lunar exploration. Most 
of the images for this base map will be 750-nm images fiom the UVVIS imaging system; thus, 
as part of this effort, we will also produce a 750-mn albedo map. In order to test p r d g  
procedures, find the best image coverage, and test the uncontrolled geodetic accuracy of the 
images, we have produced a prehmary mosaic at a scale of 1 kmlpixel. Preflight calibration 
was used, which does not M y  correct a brightness gradient moss each fiame, and this results 
in a north-south striping paitem Use of in-flight flat-field corrections will eliminate this artifact. 
Short- and long-exposure image pairs were merged to maximke the signal-tenoise ratio. We 
applied a photometric normalization consisting of the Lommel-Seeliger function, a phase-angle 
correction derived f i m  telescopic observations and the Lommel-Seeliger prediction, and, at phase 
@es less than 5", we u tdhd  the ~ementin6derived function [2-31. Previous attempts to 
apply Hqke photometriofunction normalizations to the Moon [4-51 have produced poor results 
at high photometric latitudes, unless zero is used for the singlescattering albedo and macroscopic 
roughness parameters, which reduces the limbdarkening function to Lommel-Seeliger. Several 
gaps (-25 km wide), wfiere 750-nm data are missing or have not been prwessed, were filled by 
interpolation. There is no 750-nm coverage over some of these gaps (covering less than 2% of 
the d a c e )  due to a problem with the filter wheel; these gaps will be covered by 900-nm images 
for the final base map (but left blank for the 750-nm albedo map). Brightnesses are dominated 
by the albedos of surface soils everywhere except near the poles, where the brightness variations 
are primarily due to topographic shadmg. Several versions and projections of the mosaic have 
been produced. Lambertian equal-area projections at 1 Wpixel are centered on four views: near 
side, k side, northern hemisphere, and southern hemisphere. A color-coded version of the 
albedo map is in simple cyhncfrical map projection at 2 Wpixel resolution. Darkest to brightest 
surface areas are portrayed by the color sequence purpleturpoi~green-yellow-red 
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Interpretations 

Albedo provides first-order infixmation on surf& compositions and/or soil maturity. The 
darkest materials (dark purple on co1or-m-M image) correspond to titanimrich mare lams and 
dark-mantle dqmts. These dark patches, which cover about 2% of the Moon's mhce, are 
present only on the near side. Other dark areas (turquoise) also correspnd to &a Extensive 
greenish and yellowish areas correspond to highland terrains. Light turquoiddark green areas 
ofien correspond to mixed marehighland soils, such as much of the giant South-Pole Aitken 
basin (south-central far side). About ten Nectarian or PreNectarian impact basins on the far side 
correspond to intermediatealbedo (light turquoise-dark green) areas. One such intmmdiate- 
albedo region, centered on the crater 1YAlenh-t (50°N, 165OE), lies within a possible basin first 
described fiom Clementhe altimetry [q. 

The brightest (red) spots correspond to the most recent (younger Cqmma) impact craters 
and ejecta, covering 2% of the lunar s.nfiace. Many new identifications of Copermcan craters 
will be possible with the Clementhe dataset, which will help us to understand the impact flux 
on the Earth and Moon dmmg the past b'illion years and which has profoundly influenced the 
evolution of life on Earth. The brightest crater seen on the Moon at this scale is Giordano I3nm0, 
which must be one of the most recent large craters (> 20 km diamter) on the Moon 
Frequencies of superimposed craters (normalized to 1 km) [A versus normal albedo [4], 
ambined with some absolute age estimates (100 my. for Tycho), provides a means to estimate 
the age of a large crater fim its albedo. Extrapolation to the albedo of Giordano Bruno suggests 
an age of only 8 my. for the impact event. Given realistic uncertainties and complications due 
to composition and presence of impact melt, we are probably safe to conclude that Giordano 
Bruno is less than 50 my. old 

The brightest extensive region on the far side corresponds to the region of highest elevations 
on the Moon, just north of the South PoldAitken basin. This region is clearly bright at least in 
part due to a concentration of immature soils on bright ejecta blankets of Copermcan craters over 
relatively steep slopes and rugged topography, as was previously suggested fiom Galileo 
observations [4]. An alternative or additional interpretation, that this bright region is an iron- 
poor (anorthositerich) crustal province [8] may also prove correct. Spedc  evidence comes fiom 
several very bright craters such as Sharonov, which is almost as bright as Giordano-Bruno, yet 
lacks the albedo patterns indicative of fiesh ejecta or rays, which c h a r a c t 6  very young craters. 
Sharonov and sjmilar craters probably expose a crustal layer of anorthosite. 
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